TRANSPORT SERVICE
from Airport Leipzig/Halle to hotels

map of airport

public transport

to city centre - suburban train (20 mins in total)
- S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 5, S 5x
- Start: “Leipzig/Halle Flughafen” train station
- Stop: “Hauptbahnhof” train station (Underground) (every 30 minutes)

to CCL - suburban train (15 mins in total)
- S-Bahn line (rapid transit lines) S 5, S 5x
- Start: “Leipzig/Halle Flughafen” train station
- Stop: “S-Bahnhof Messe” train station (every 30 minutes)

organised shuttle bus service (May 21 and May 22)

Bus Shuttle departs 20 minutes after scheduled arrival of flights and stops at the designated stops near hotels.

Bus Shuttle “Centre”
- Motel One Nikolaikirche
- Motel One Augustusplatz
- Seaside Park Hotel
- Marriott Hotel
- Steigenberger Grandhotel

Bus Shuttle “Ring”
- The Westin Hotel
- The Radisson Blu Hotel

* stopover at CCL upon request